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ABSTRACT
Background The identification of gene-by-environment
interactions is important for understanding the genetic
basis of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).
Many COPD genetic association analyses assume a linear
relationship between pack-years of smoking exposure
and forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1); however, this
assumption has not been evaluated empirically in cohorts
with a wide spectrum of COPD severity.
Methods The relationship between FEV1 and pack-years
of smoking exposure was examined in four large cohorts
assembled for the purpose of identifying genetic
associations with COPD. Using data from the Alpha-1
Antitrypsin Genetic Modifiers Study, the accuracy and
power of two different approaches to model smoking
were compared by performing a simulation study of
a genetic variant with a range of gene-by-smoking
interaction effects.
Results Non-linear relationships between smoking and
FEV1 were identified in the four cohorts. It was found
that, in most situations where the relationship between
pack-years and FEV1 is non-linear, a piecewise linear
approach to model smoking and gene-by-smoking
interactions is preferable to the commonly used total
pack-years approach. The piecewise linear approach was
applied to a genetic association analysis of the PI*Z allele
in the Norway CaseeControl cohort and a potential
PI*Z-by-smoking interaction was identified (p¼0.03 for
FEV1 analysis, p¼0.01 for COPD susceptibility analysis).
Conclusion In study samples of subjects with a wide
range of COPD severity, a non-linear relationship
between pack-years of smoking and FEV1 is likely. In this
setting, approaches that account for this non-linearity
can be more powerful and less biased than the more
common approach of using total pack-years to model the
smoking effect.
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Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is
well suited to the study of gene-by-environment
interactions since the major environmental risk
factor for COPDdcigarette smokingdis known
and quantiﬁable. With the advent of large wellpowered genome-wide association studies in
COPD, the identiﬁcation of such interactions may
be feasible. However, there are a number of challenges to the identiﬁcation of gene-by-smoking
interactions in COPD: (1) the principal genetic risk
factors for COPD are still in the process of being
identiﬁed; (2) a variety of approaches have been
used to model smoking effects; and (3) there is no
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empirical knowledge of the nature, extent or
functional form of gene-by-smoking interactions in
COPD.
While cigarette smoking is easily quantiﬁable in
terms of pack-years ((average daily number of
cigarettes smoked/20 cigarettes per pack) 3 years
of smoking), previous work has shown that packyears alone may be an overly simplistic means of
modelling smoking exposure, and non-linear relations may be present.1 2 Many COPD genetic
association analyses model smoking effects by
including a pack-years term in a regression model,
which assumes a linear relation between pack-years
and forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) or, in
the case of logistic regression for COPD status,
a linear relation between pack-years and the log
odds of having COPD. This practice is supported by
seminal work on the decline in FEV1 in general
population samples.3e5 However, it is not clear that
these ﬁndings apply to the types of study samples
typically assembled for COPD genetic association
studiesdnamely, cross-sectional samples that
include subjects with a wide range of lung function
impairment including severe disease. In this setting,
a number of factors may result in a non-linear
relation between pack-years and FEV1. These
factors could include survival bias due to the welldemonstrated association between FEV1 and
mortality,6 and ﬂoor effects resulting from
a diminished effect of cigarette smoking at very low
levels of FEV1.
We hypothesised that the relation between FEV1
and pack-years may be non-linear in study samples
with a wide range of airway obstruction and that,
in this setting, methods of modelling smoking that
account for non-linearity may be more accurate and
powerful for detecting gene-by-smoking interactions than the traditionally used pack-years
approach. We tested this hypothesis in a cohort in
which such non-linear effects had been observed,
by simulating a genetic variant with known main
effects and gene-by-smoking effects. Finally, we
assessed the performance of these modelling
approaches in a gene-by-smoking analysis of the
alpha-1 antitrypsin (AAT) PI MZ genotype in
a caseecontrol sample from Norway.

METHODS
Study samples
We examined the relations between FEV1
(percentage of predicted) and pack-years of cigarette
903
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Impact of non-linear smoking effects on the
identification of gene-by-smoking interactions in
COPD genetics studies

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
relation between pack-years and FEV1. In the Alpha-1 Antitrypsin Genetic Modiﬁers Study, which was the basis for these
simulations, a cut-off point of 20 pack-years was selected based
on visual inspection and improvement in model ﬁt. The model
ﬁt of the piecewise linear model was compared with the packyears model using the F-test. This cut-off point was used to code
two variables, with one variable representing the ﬁrst 20 packyears of exposure and another variable representing all
subsequent pack-years. The interaction term in the piecewise
linear model included only the ‘piece’ that was statistically
signiﬁcantly associated with FEV1 in a multivariate context;
thus, the interaction term was of the following form: ﬁrst
20 pack-years of smoking 3 copies of minor allele.

Relation of FEV1 to pack-years

The two approaches to model smoking were compared in
a gene-by-smoking analysis of the PI*Z allele in the Norway
CaseeControl Study data using regression methods to test for
genetic associations with the FEV1 level and COPD susceptibility (ie, presence or absence of COPD). For the FEV1 analysis
we applied sample weights to correct for oversampling of COPD
cases, assuming a 10% prevalence of COPD in the general
population. One analysis was performed using the traditional
approach of modelling smoking with the pack-years approach
and a similar analysis was performed using a piecewise linear
approach. Based on inspection and overall model ﬁt for the FEV1
model, we chose a cut-off point of 40 pack-years for the piecewise linear variable. We tested the main effect of the PI*Z allele
as well as the Z-by-smoking interaction.

For each of the four studies we generated scatterplots of the
relation between FEV1 and pack-years and drew smoothing
curves through the data using a cubic spline ﬁtting routine. All
analyses were performed using SAS Version 9.2.

Simulation studies
Using data from the Alpha-1 Antitrypsin Genetic Modiﬁers
Study, we simulated a randomly-assigned biallelic genetic
variant in accordance with HardyeWeinberg proportions. We
conducted simulations under multiple scenarios, with each
scenario characterised by a particular minor allele frequency,
genetic main effect and gene-by-smoking effect on FEV1
percentage predicted. For each scenario we conducted 1000
simulations. The range of allele frequencies was 10e40%. The
main effect of the gene was speciﬁed such that each copy of the
minor allele decreased FEV1 percentage predicted by 1 unit, and
the gene-by-smoking interaction effect ranged from 0.45 to
+0.45 units per allele per pack-year. For comparison, the main
effect of pack-years in this dataset (after adjusting for age and
sex) was approximately 1 unit per pack-year.
In each simulation we calculated an estimated FEV1 for each
individual based on their observed FEV1, their simulated genotype
and the strength of the simulated genetic main effect and gene-bysmoking interaction effect. In our primary analysis we assumed
that the gene-by-smoking interaction effect followed the same
non-linear form as the smoking main effect. In each of our analyses, non-smokers were included in the analysis with a value of
zero for the pack-years variable. A detailed description of the
simulation methods used is included in the online supplement.
Using linear regression we estimated the genetic main effect
and gene-by-smoking effect in each simulated dataset. We ran
two regression models, one in which the smoking main effect
and gene-by-smoking interaction were modelled using the packyears approach (inclusion of a pack-years term in the regression
equation) and another in which these effects were modelled
with a piecewise linear approach (inclusion of separate variables
to represent distinct intervals of smoking exposure). In each
model we adjusted for age and sex in addition to the smoking
and genetic variables. We recorded the b coefﬁcients from each
model in each simulation and calculated the mean and SD
of these values. The bias of the two approaches was quantiﬁed
by comparing the estimated values of the genetic main effects
and gene-by-smoking effects with the actual values, and the
power was estimated by recording the number of times each
b coefﬁcient was associated with a p value of <0.05.
For the piecewise linear approach we determined a cut-off
point for the pack-years variable based on the shape of the
904

Gene-by-smoking analysis of the PI*Z allele in the Norway
CaseeControl Study

Alpha-1 antitrypsin typing
Phenotyping for the PI*Z allele in the Norway CaseeControl
Study was performed by isoelectric focusing. Individuals with
severe AAT deﬁciency (PI*Z, null-null, or SZ) were excluded
from the Norway CaseeControl Study.

RESULTS
The baseline characteristics of the four study samples are shown
in table 1. Each study had signiﬁcant numbers of individuals
with severe airﬂow obstruction, although the median FEV1 level
varied substantially between studies.
The relation between pack-years of smoking and FEV1
(percentage of predicted) in each of the study samples is shown
in ﬁgure 1. In each study sample there was a non-linear relation
between FEV1 and pack-years. For the two study samples in
which piecewise linear modelling of smoking was performed
(the Alpha-1 Antitrypsin Genetic Modiﬁers Study and the
Norway CaseeControl Study), the models with the piecewise
linear smoking approach ﬁt the data better than the models with
the linear approach (p<0.001 in both instances). All of the study
samples had a similar pattern of an initial strong negative effect
of smoking on FEV1 level with a subsequent decrease in the
negative impact of additional pack-years. With the exception of
the Norway study, there seemed to be a plateau phase at which
additional pack-years were not associated with a further decline
in FEV1. In all four samples the slope of the FEV1/pack-years
relation decreased at an FEV1 level of approximately 30e50% of
predicted. For three of the samples this corresponded to
a smoking exposure of 40e60 pack-years; however, in the more
genetically susceptible Alpha-1 Antitrypsin Deﬁciency cohort,
the levelling of the FEV1/pack-years relation occurred at
approximately 20 pack-years exposure.
Thorax 2011;66:903e909. doi:10.1136/thx.2010.146118
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smoking in four large study samples (the Alpha-1 Antitrypsin
Genetic Modiﬁers Study; the International COPD Genetics
Network; the Boston Early-Onset COPD Study; and the Bergen,
Norway CaseeControl Study). The recruitment and inclusion
criteria for these studies have been reported previously.7e10 In
brief, the Alpha-1 Antitrypsin Genetic Modiﬁers Study is
a family-based study of individuals with the PI*ZZ genotype.
The International COPD Genetics Network and the Boston
Early-Onset COPD Study are family-based studies in which
families were identiﬁed through a proband affected with COPD.
The Bergen, Norway CaseeControl Study is a population-based
study with a minimum required level of smoking exposure of
2.5 pack-years for both cases and controls. In each of the four
studies, subjects underwent spirometric testing in accordance
with American Thoracic Society standards.11

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

No of subjects
Mean (SD) age (years)
Female, n (%)
Ever smokers, n (%)
Median (IQR) pack-years of smoking
Median (IQR) FEV1 (% predicted)

AAT

EOCOPD

ICGN

Norway

372
52 (10)
202 (54)
231 (62)
5 (0e19)
58 (33e93)

972
46 (18)
567 (58)
659 (68)
14 (0e35)
84 (60e96)

3058
58 (8)
1374 (45)
3058 (100)
39 (25e55)
58 (35e87)

1909
61 (11)
847 (44)
1909 (100)
23 (13e34)
76 (48e90)

AAT, Alpha-1 Antitrypsin Genetic Modifiers Study; EOCOPD, Boston Early-Onset COPD Study; FEV1, forced e xpiratory volume in 1 s;
ICGN, International COPD Genetics Network; Norway, the Bergen, Norway CaseeControl Study.

The results of the simulation study are shown in table 2 and
in ﬁgure 1 in the online supplement. Under most of the simulated scenarios, the piecewise linear approach yielded more
accurate estimates of genetic main effect size and gene-bysmoking interactions than the pack-years approach. The direction of bias in the estimates generated by the pack-years
approach was consistent with that expected from an approach
that does not fully account for the strength of the gene-bysmoking interaction. When the genetic main effects and geneby-smoking interaction effects were in the same direction
(ie, both main effect and interaction effect were negative),
modelling with pack-years systematically overestimated the
magnitude of the genetic main effect and underestimated geneby-smoking interactions. When the genetic main effects and
gene-by-smoking interaction effects were in opposing directions
(ie, main effect negative, interaction effect positive), modelling
with pack-years underestimated both genetic main effects and
gene-by-smoking interactions. Increasing the strength of the

gene-by-smoking interaction led to more bias when pack-years
was used to model smoking effects. While in some scenarios the
piecewise linear approach to smoking yielded biased estimates,
in almost all instances the bias was smaller than that of the
pack-years approach, and this bias reached statistical signiﬁcance in only a small number of scenarios.
Graphical depictions of power to detect gene-by-smoking
effects are shown in ﬁgure 2. In terms of power to detect geneby-smoking interactions, the piecewise linear approach was
more powerful than the pack-years approach.
We conducted two sensitivity analyses to examine the
robustness of our results. In one sensitivity analysis we assumed
a linear relation between pack-years and the strength of the
gene-by-smoking effect (see table 1 in online supplement). In
this scenario the piecewise linear approach was often comparable to or superior to the pack-years approach, although there
were certain situations in which the pack-years approach
performed better. To assess the impact of choice of the cut-off

Figure 1 Scatterplots of forced
expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1)
percentage predicted by pack-years in
four large cohorts with smoothing
curve: (A) Alpha-1 Antitrypsin Genetic
Modifiers Study; (B) Boston Early-Onset
COPD Study; (C) Norway CaseeControl
Study; (D) International COPD Genetics
Network. Flattening of the curve occurs
at FEV1 levels between 30% and 50% of
predicted.
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Table 1 Characteristics of study samples

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

Regression resultsy
Linear pack-years
Main effects

Piecewise linear
G3S

Main effects

G3S

Simulation parameters
SNP main effect
G3S

MAFz

Biasy

p Valuex

Biasy

p Valuex

Biasy

p Valuex

Biasy

p Valuex

0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.10
0.25
0.40
0.10
0.25
0.40
0.10
0.25
0.40
0.10
0.25
0.40
0.10
0.25
0.40
0.10
0.25
0.40
0.10
0.25
0.40
0.10
0.25
0.40

0.17
0.04
0.07
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.09
0.18
0.09
0.73
0.78
0.83
0.87
1.24
1.17
0.23
0.21
0.04
0.91
0.94
0.81
1.18
1.26
1.16

0.024
0.464
0.265
0.578
0.464
0.382
0.250
0.002
0.124
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.001
<0.001
0.507
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.004
0.002
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.16
0.18
0.18
0.24
0.27
0.27
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.17
0.17
0.15
0.23
0.22
0.22

<0.001
<0.001
0.002
0.029
0.282
0.520
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

0.05
0.03
0.04
0.19
0.08
0.08
0.05
0.02
0.11
0.11
0.03
0.07
0.03
0.23
0.15
0.04
0.004
0.05
0.06
0.02
0.01
0.08
0.12
0.04

0.512
0.597
0.466
0.014
0.198
0.205
0.523
0.770
0.054
0.157
0.665
0.288
0.651
<0.001
0.015
0.601
0.943
0.429
0.470
0.726
0.821
0.273
0.043
0.534

0.004
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.003
0.003
0.001
0.003
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.01
0.004
<0.001
0.002
<0.001
<0.001
0.004
0.01
0.002

0.523
0.040
0.251
0.027
0.061
0.588
0.664
0.839
0.503
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.305
0.457
0.988
0.775
0.919
0.993
0.459
0.059
0.756

0
0
0
0
0
0
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.45
0.45
0.45

*Simulations were performed for same direction and opposite direction main and interaction effects. Strength of interaction effect is based on the multivariate smoking main effect of 1 unit
from FEV1 percentage predicted per pack-year.
Model is FEV1 (% predicted)¼age + sex + pack-years + gene + G3S, where the pack-years variable and the gene-by-smoking interaction term are calculated using either the total number of
pack-years smoked (linear pack-years adjustment) or a piecewise linear representation of pack-years.
yMean bias of b coefficient for main effect and gene-by-smoking interaction term from 1000 regressions on 1000 simulated datasets (ie, mean of the observed b coefficients e the simulated
value of the pertinent effect).
zMinor allele frequency of the simulated biallelic genetic variant.
xp Value for test of null hypothesis that bias¼0.
FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; G3S, gene-by-smoking interaction term; MAF, minor allele frequency; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism.

point, we performed a sensitivity analysis in which we repeated
our simulations using a range of cut-off points for the piecewise
linear transformation of pack years (see table 2 in online
supplement). As in the primary analysis, the underlying functional form of the gene-by-smoking interaction mirrored the
form of the pack-years main effect. These results demonstrate
that, while the cut-off point of 20 pack-years in this dataset
performs better than the extremes, it is difﬁcult to identify
a single cut-off point that performs best for genetic main and
interaction effects across all scenarios.
We applied these traditional pack-years and piecewise linear
methods to caseecontrol candidate gene data, performing
genetic association analyses for genetic main effects and geneby-smoking effects of the PI*Z allele in individuals from the
Norway CaseeControl COPD Study. We tested for association
between PI MZ and two outcomesdFEV1 percentage predicted
and COPD susceptibility. The characteristics of PI MZ and
PI MM subjects are shown in table 3. There were no statistically
signiﬁcant differences between the two groups in age, gender,
pack-years or FEV1. A cut-off of 40 pack-years was selected for
the piecewise linear approach based on visual inspection and
model ﬁt. This cut-off was also supported in an examination of
the relation between COPD susceptibility and pack-years (see
ﬁgure 2 in online supplement). Using linear regression, we tested
for an association between PI genotype and pack-years that
might confound the association between genotype and FEV1 or
906

the gene-by-smoking interaction and found no evidence for this
association (unadjusted p¼0.79, p adjusted for age and
sex¼0.96).
The results of these analyses are shown in table 4. In both the
FEV1 and COPD susceptibility analyses, the main effect and
Z allele-by-smoking effects are in opposite directions. In
a manner that is consistent with our simulation results, the
analyses using the piecewise linear approach yielded a stronger
genetic main effect and Z allele-by-smoking interaction estimates than the pack-years approach. In both the FEV1 and
COPD susceptibility analyses, the piecewise linear approach
demonstrates a statistically signiﬁcant gene-by-smoking effect
of the Z allele (p¼0.03 and p¼0.01, respectively), whereas the
pack-years approach did not identify any statistically signiﬁcant
interactions.

DISCUSSION
This study identiﬁed a non-linear relation between smoking and
FEV1 in four large study samples. In simulation studies it was
found that, in some scenarios, a piecewise linear approach to
model smoking is superior to the commonly used pack-years
approach in terms of accuracy and power to identify gene-bysmoking interactions. We applied this method in an analysis of
the association of the PI MZ genotype with FEV1 and COPD
susceptibility and were able to detect statistically signiﬁcant
Thorax 2011;66:903e909. doi:10.1136/thx.2010.146118
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Table 2 Simulation study results of the impact of two different methods of coding smoking on the accuracy of estimation for genetic main effect and
gene-by-smoking interaction effects in the Alpha-1 Antitrypsin Genetic Modifiers Study*

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

Table 3 Characteristics of PI MZ and PI MM subjects in the Norway
CaseeControl Study
No of subjects
Mean (SD) age (years)
Female, n (%)
Median (IQR) pack-years of smoking
Median (IQR) FEV1 (% predicted)

PI MZ

PI MM

p Value

78
62
43
25
72

1591
60 (11)
875 (55)
22 (13e34)
81 (54e94)

e
0.33
0.97
0.24
0.38

(10)
(55)
(16e31)
(46e95)

FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s.

main and gene-by-smoking interaction effects with the piecewise linear modelling approach that would not have been
detected with a pack-years approach. This pattern of results is
consistent with the results of our simulations.

Table 4 Results from an analysis of main effect and gene-by-smoking interaction effects of the Z allele
in PI MZ and PI MM subjects from the Bergen Norway CaseeControl Study using two different methods
of adjustment for smoking
Model for FEV1
(% predicted)
Model for
COPD status

Linear
Piecewise linear
Linear
Piecewise linear

Z allele

p Value

Z3S interaction*

p Value

Pack-yearsy

p Value

1.87
5.59
2.78
4.87

0.62
0.14
0.07
0.01

0.16
0.35
0.97
0.94

0.27
0.03
0.09
0.01

0.33
0.38
1.05
1.08

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Regression models adjusted for age, sex and smoking (using either a linear or piecewise linear form of the pack-years variable). The
FEV1 model includes a sample weight adjustment to reflect oversampling of COPD cases.
Results reported as b coefficients for FEV1 model, ORs for COPD model and their respective p values.
*The Z3S interaction term is of the form (number of copies of Z allele 3 pack-years) for the linear smoking adjustment and (number of
copies of Z allele 3 first 40 pack-years) for the linear and piecewise linear adjustments, respectively.
ySmoking adjustment for the linear pack-years model is done by including a numerical term for total pack-years of smoking. For the
piecewise linear model, the smoking main effect is represented by two variables representing the first 40 pack-years of smoking and
subsequent exposure. The reported beta coefficient is for the term representing the first 40 pack-years of smoking.
COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s.
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Figure 2 Observed power to detect gene-by-smoking interactions by
the pack-years approach and the piecewise linear approach to model
smoking. Simulation study based on data from the Genetic Modifiers of
Alpha-1 Antitrypsin Disease Study. Simulation parameters are as
follows: minor allele frequency 25%, genetic main effect 1 unit from
observed FEV1 percentage predicted per copy of minor allele, gene-bysmoking effect varies as shown. For this power analysis, the threshold
for detecting an effect was set at a<0.05 for the null hypothesis that the
gene-by-smoking effect is equal to zero. For gene-by-smoking effects the
piecewise linear model is more powerful.

Previous work demonstrating a linear relation between FEV1
and pack-years has generally focused on healthy population
samples.3e5 12 13 However, study samples recruited for many
genetic association studies are speciﬁcally enriched for severe
COPD, and our results show that the relation between packyears and FEV1 in these samples can be non-linear and should be
considered when performing gene-by-smoking interaction analyses. A similar non-linear phenomenon in which risk tapers at
higher levels of smoking exposure has been demonstrated with
smoking intensity in lung cancer.1
The two most likely explanations for the non-linear relations
observed are (1) survival bias (ie, differential population
sampling at higher levels of cigarette exposure) and (2) a physiological ﬂoor in FEV1 which, once reached, results in a diminished FEV1 response to additional cigarette exposure. If these
two mechanisms are active, the data points of most interest
would be those that occur prior to the plateau phase in the
relation between FEV1 and pack-years, since the points on the
plateau portion of the curve are likely to be affected either by
survival bias or ﬂoor effects that may act to dilute the strength
of any observed gene-by-smoking interactions. An additional
problem with pack-years data is the potential for recall bias,
particularly for individuals with extensive smoking histories or
for those who have stopped smoking many years before the time
of smoking ascertainment. If this bias increases with pack-years
exposure, it could dilute the association between pack-years and
FEV1 at the extreme end of the pack-years distribution. In the
cross-sectional data used in this study, it is difﬁcult to distinguish between these explanations. Further study of this topic
using longitudinal data would be useful, although survival bias
can also affect longitudinal analyses of pulmonary function.5 It
should also be noted that a non-linear relation between packyears and FEV1 may result from occult interactions of pack-years
with other variables. Thus, our proposed modelling approach
may not necessarily reﬂect the true underlying relationship
between FEV1 and other important covariates.
In our analysis of the PI*Z allele-by-smoking interaction, we
noted opposing directions of the main effect of the PI*Z allele
and the PI*Z-by-smoking interaction. This result suggests that
the deleterious effects of the PI*Z allele may become less
prominent as smoking exposure increases. These results are
consistent with a previously published report noting increased
susceptibility to emphysema in PI*MZ individuals compared
with PI*MM individuals that was limited to the low-smoking
exposure subgroup.14 It is possible that, for individuals with an
increased genetic susceptibility to COPD, this difference is most
notable at relatively low levels of smoke exposure and, as the

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
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interval of smoke exposure, but it is much less clear how well it
serves as a measure of exposure.16 Smokers vary greatly in their
smoking behaviour. The exposure to smoke-derived toxins can
therefore vary greatly from one smoker to the next despite
similar numbers of cigarettes smoked. In addition, smoke
chemistry is exceedingly complex.17 Changes in smoke topographydthat is, the way in which a cigarette is smoked
including puff volume, puff time, dwell time and number of
puffs per cigarettedall have profound effects on toxin exposure.18 Even within a single individual, cigarettes are smoked
differently and yields of toxin will vary, and it is likely that there
will be differential exposure among the many toxins contained
in smoke.19 At present there are limited means of measuring
exposure to speciﬁc smoke-derived toxins, but methodologies in
this regard are advancing.
With the advent of large COPD genome-wide association
studies, well-powered examinations for moderate to large geneby-smoking interactions will be feasible, and gene-by-smoking
interaction is likely to be an important aspect of future COPD
genetic association analyses. We have shown that, in crosssectional data of populations with a wide range of airﬂow
obstruction, non-linear relations between FEV1 and pack-years
may be observed. In these situations, a piecewise linear approach
to model the smoking main effect and gene-by-smoking interactions is preferable to modelling smoking as total pack-years,
since it reduces bias and can be more powerful for detecting
gene-by-smoking interactions.
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smoking burden increases, this relative difference becomes more
difﬁcult to detect.
Our study has the following strengths. First, we demonstrated the phenomenon of non-linearity between FEV1 and
pack-years in four large study samples. Second, our simulation
strategy allowed us to compare the accuracy and power of two
different approaches to model smoking in a setting in which the
true values of genetic main and gene-by-smoking effects were
known. Since our simulations were based on actual data, we
preserved the natural noise present in FEV1 measurements.
Third, we were able to take the ﬁndings of our simulated studies
and test them in a genetic association analysis of candidate gene
data. Our ﬁndings are in line with previous results.15 The main
effects OR of the PI MZ genotype from the piecewise linear
analysis for COPD susceptibility is comparable to a recent
cumulative meta-analysis estimate, and the OR obtained using
the total pack-years approach to these data is within the 95% CI
limits of the meta-analysis estimate, suggesting that our sample
is comparable to those of other PI MZ studies. Finally, our
sample size compares favourably with most previous genetic
association studies of PI MZ individuals.
One of the limitations of our study is that we have taken
a simple approachdthat is, piecewise linear modellingdto
model the observed non-linearity of the smoking main effect,
but a number of other modelling options could have been
pursued such as multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS)
or generalised additive models. MARS incorporate piecewise
linear modelling approaches similar to those used in this study,
but it automates the selection of the cut-off point and model
building process. MARS is more extensive in its modelling
algorithms but can also require more degrees of freedom than
our manual piecewise linear approach. Generalised additive
models can ﬁt highly non-linear curves to data in a piecewise
fashion, but interpretation and hypothesis testing for covariates
in these models is not straightforward. We also examined
transforming the pack-years variable with packs-squared and
inverse transformations, but these did not ﬁt the data as well as
the piecewise linear approach. Since our purpose was primarily
to explore the implications of non-linearity of smoking main
effects on the identiﬁcation of gene-by-smoking interactions, the
simplicity and interpretability of the piecewise linear approach
were better suited for these purposes. As such, this method is
a useful means of demonstrating the potential importance of
non-linear smoking effects for COPD genetic association analyses, but further work is required to identify the optimal
approach or set of approaches for handling such non-linear
effects in large-scale genetic association analyses.
There are also other sources of complexity to consider
regarding the identiﬁcation of genetic interactions in the setting
of non-linear effects that have not been fully explored in this
paper. We assume that the functional form of the gene-bysmoking interaction mirrors that of the smoking main effect,
but no empirical data are available regarding the true functional
form of gene-by-smoking interactions in COPD and it is possible
that the functional form may vary across different genetic
variants. As more COPD-associated variants are identiﬁed, more
empirical data regarding the form of gene-by-smoking interactions will become available. In addition, while our results
support the concept that better ﬁt for the smoking main effect
can reduce bias in the gene-by-smoking interaction term, identiﬁcation of the optimal method for selecting cut-off points for
the piecewise linear variable requires further exploration.
A further limitation of our study is that it used self-reported
smoking history. It is likely that this is relatively accurate for the
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Journal club
Early administration of neuromuscular blockers may
increase survival in ARDS
Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) has a very high mortality and few interventions
exist that have a direct effect on the mortality and morbidity of this condition. Although
previously used, neuromuscular blockade has not been popular in recent years with long-term
muscular weakness often cited as a reason for non-use.
This placebo controlled trial recruited 340 patients with rapid onset of severe ARDS, all of
whom were managed on a protective lung ventilation strategy. Half received a cisatracurium
infusion for 48 h and the other half placebo. The primary endpoint was 90-day mortality rate.
Mortality was signiﬁcantly decreased in the cisatracurium group as opposed to the placebo
group. This group also had fewer pneumothoraces and more days free of multi-organ failure.
Patients with severe hypoxaemia seemed to beneﬁt the most. This study found no signiﬁcant
difference in the incidence of ICU-acquired paresis between the groups at ICU discharge.
Further studies will be required to assess whether duration of neuromuscular blockade
affects mortality and whether this beneﬁt can be applied to other neuromuscular blocking
agents, and to ascertain the mechanism behind the beneﬁt of paralysis.
<

Papazian L, Forel JM, Gacouin A, et al; for the ACURASYS Study Investigators. Neuromuscular blockers in early acute
respiratory distress syndrome. N Engl J Med 2010;363:1107e16.
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